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Ballet inspired workouts at home



The fitness routine in the home workout program is designed to provide you with a balanced, total-body workout with an emphasis on your abdominal muscles. You can do all the exercises in this program in about 50 minutes. If you are pressed for time, you can choose a group of exercises, which will
allow you to focus on a certain area of the body. However, the biggest gains will come if you consistently work throughout the program. In any case, you should always start training with the warm-up exercises and finish with the stretching exercises. (All exercises in this program are disconnected from the
last page of this article.) Ad Try to establish a training plan, alternating strength training in this article with aerobic training. The schedule can include strengthening exercises on Tuesday and Thursday and aerobic exercise on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Try to work up to two to three days of strength
training and at least three days of aerobic exercise each week. Make an appointment with yourself to exercise and let nothing interfere. Find the time of day that works best for you and stick to it. If you can not perform an exercise exactly as described, do not worry. Try it and do the best you can do. Work
at your own comfort level. Over time, your strength and flexibility will improve, as will your training performance. As you become more familiar with the exercises yourself, you try to move smoothly from one exercise to the next. Working out to music can help you set a pace and keep moving from exercise
to exercise. If you feel a little sore or stiff during the first few days of the program, it is normal. Treat yourself to a massage or relaxing bath. When you get in better condition, the stiffness and soreness will subside. Remember to complete cooling, too, since it will help reduce soreness. Stay well hydrated
when exercising. Pour a glass of water at the start of your exercise routine and keep it by your side. Take short sips about every ten minutes. Don't wait until you get thirsty. Getting dehydrated will make you feel tired and discouraged. Stay strong and positive. The aerobic workouts should last between 20
and 60 minutes each, depending on how hard you work and what your goals are. To get aerobic benefits, fitness specialists recommend exercising with 60 to 90 percent of your maximum heart rate. You can determine the exercise heart rate zone by consulting a medical or exercise professional. You can
also estimate it on your own. Start by subtracting your age from the number 220; this will give you maximum heart rate per minute. For example, if you are 30 years old, the maximum heart rate is about 190 (220-30) beats per minute. When you know your maximum heart rate, multiply it by 0.6 (60
percent) and 0.9 (90 percent) respectively to find the lower and upper limits of your training zone. For example, if the maximum heart rate is 190 strokes per training zone is between 114 (190 x 0.6) and 171 (190 x 0.9) beats per minute. If you just start with a training program, train towards the low end of
the training zone and gradually increase your training intensity. For a fat burning aerobic exercise, longer (30 minutes or more) and more frequent (four or five days a week) workouts at a more moderate pace are recommended. To check your heart rate, you need a clock that measures seconds. You can
take the pulse either at the radial artery of the wrist (on the inside of the wrist, under the heel of the hand) or at the carotid artery in the neck (next to Adam's apple). Carefully place the index and middle fingers of one hand in both places to feel the pulse. Count the number of strokes for ten seconds, then
multiply by six to determine your heart rate in beats per minute. By checking your heart rate during aerobic exercise, you will be able to see if you are working in the target zone. If your heart rate is below the target zone, increase the pace. If it's over, slow down. Read also the warm-up and cooling
exercises, as these exercises are important for both strengthening and aerobic workouts. The program is designed to work a wide variety of muscle groups. On the next page, find out what these groups are and what they're doing. For more good exercises to improve your strength and fitness, check these
out: Page 2 Everyone wants to burn the most calories in the least amount of time, so it would be helpful to know which sports and leisure activities are doing the job. Here are 12 activities and the approximate number of calories they burn. Before starting in any of these activities, be sure to consult your
doctor - and always remember to warm up and stretch. Content Burning about 450 calories every 30 minutes. Bone strength and endurance are maximized, but few benefits accrue to the upper body. Warm up thoroughly, wear the right shoes and keep a moderate pace to avoid injury. Advertising
Mountaineering relies on rapid bursts of energy to get from one rock to the next. It won't do much for your heart, but your strength, stamina and flexibility will benefit greatly and you'll burn about 371 calories every half hour. Advertising Swimming provides an excellent overall body training, burning up to
360 calories in half an hour, depending on the stroke used. But most people have trouble maintaining the right shape for so long. The best swimming training is based on interval training; swim two lengths, catch your breath and then repeat. Advertising Cycling is an excellent non-weight-bearing exercise
(which means your weight is not supported by your body). Depending on your speed, it burns around 300 or 400 calories in half an hour. Cycling provides a good cardio workout and builds up those thighs and calves. However, it does not give much in the way of a body training. Ad If you are game
enough to enter the ring, you will be rewarded with a 324-calorie deficit for every half hour of slugging it out boxing. In addition, your cardiorespiratory fitness and muscular endurance will go through the roof. Make sure you're match fit, though, or it may be over before you build up a sweat! Advertising
Churning through about 300 calories for 30 minutes, racquetball gives you a fantastic cardiorespiratory workout, builds lower body strength and endurance, and with everything like twisting and swinging, develops great flexibility around the core (back and abs). Just warm up first to avoid twisting an ankle.
Ad The nonstop action of b-ball will see you drop around 288 calories every half hour, while developing flexibility, endurance and cardiorespiratory health. But warm up properly because the sudden twists and turns can be high risk for the unprepared. Ad Burns about 280 calories per half hour, rowing is a
very effective way to get rid of extra energy. It also builds up endurance, strength and muscles in the shoulders, thighs and biceps. The key to rowing is in the technique - coordinating the legs, back and arms to act as one. Kayaking and canoeing each burn around 170 calories in half an hour. Ad Here is
a fun game that requires speed, agility, strength and reaction time. It consumes about 250 to 300 calories in a half hour session, which provides a great opportunity to burn excess calories while developing cardiorespiratory fitness. Wear the right footwear to avoid ankle injuries. Ad The fact that you are
out in the snow has already fueled your metabolism. As soon as you start mushing through it, you'll be churning through these calories at a rate of 270 every half hour. The varied terrain will also provide a good interval training training! Skates give you all the benefits of running without joint stress. Half an
hour on the ice consumes about 252 calories. Skating provides an excellent workout for thighs, calves, hamstrings and buttocks. The twists and turns also tighten and tone abs. Holding out your arms helps you balance and also works deltoids, biceps and triceps. Yes, you can dance your way to fitness!
Swing dancing burns about 180 calories in half an hour and gives you a moderately intense aerobic workout. You will develop flexibility, core strength and endurance - and you won't even feel like you're exercising. So, get out and celebrate the joy of movement! To learn more, see 20 daily activities and
the calories they burn. Home workouts are realistic silver linings throughout this hectic year. When coronaviruses swept in and decimated our usual routines in one case swoop, who knew that exercising in our living rooms would be endorphin filled grace we all needed? And even if months of gyms that
were closed do not convert you and you are still doubtful that TV, laptop or really can become your PT - stick with us. With home workouts ranging from HIIT to low-impact yoga, strength training, Barre, boxing, bootcamps and Pilates, there's something for everyone. Promise.From online studios to
training plans for YouTube videos (keep scrolling for 17 of the best) this is where you can access digital home workouts, all you have to do is browse. If you're looking for cardio home workouts, body weight workouts, kettlebell workouts, or HIIT workouts at home, we've got you covered. Or, if you just get
to go, learning the best exercises for beginners can be the place to start instead. 19 home workouts to stream, save and sweat to Even in these strange times, coaches and studios gather together to ensure you can still train in a similar way before lockdown measures were announced. We've rounded up
the studios you love that keep the good endorphins running, even from your living room with these home fitness videos. 1. FLY LDNLow impact immersive studio Fly Ldn also offers a variety of classes from Yoga to Barre and Pilates as well as sweaters sessions. And now there's a whole web portal to get
your flight fix from. Our proposal? Everything Chiara Becuti (head of Pilates and Barre) teaches. Her warm, no nonsense attitude means you won't skip a single representative. Trust us - WH digital fitness writer Morgan Fargo swears by Becuti's quickie sessions (12- 18 minute classes focusing on glutes,
core and thighs). GO TO @FLY_LDN 2. Barry's BootcampNot one to let any distance make the difference, Barry's is still challenging people at home with daily classes as part of their Survival Membership. Designed to keep its regulars going under Lockdown 2.0, your membership is £35+ VAT, and you'll
get access to two pre-recorded 30-minute workouts per day, cycling through muscle groups the same as you would in the Red Room. If you're more of a runner, there are 35-minute interval-based races that can be done on the tread or outside. Whatever you have access to. Or, if none of that sounds
good to you, get around their At Home offerings with all your favorite BB classics, from weight training to bandwork. GO TO @BARRYSUK 3. The body of CiaraOne of the true heroes of 2020, Ciara London as she is affectionately known has kept swathes of exerciser fit in lockdown. Her available
workouts have banging music and a proper we can make it energy. Whether you're just looking for killer live workouts or want a nutrition plan too, Ciara has it. In addition, you will get access to her online squad which is basically what motivating dreams are made of, no? GO TO @BODYBYCIARA 4.
1Rebel London-based studios, 1Rebel, are known for their challenging strength and conditioning classes, and self-insulation doesn't have to change that. The boutique brand is slating daily streamable workouts through its IGTV as well as an on-demand content hub of over 200 classes, Daily. Live or
whenever you want, 1Rebel you have – we suggest you take advantage of the 5 day free trial. Try before you buy and all the good things. GO TO 1REBELUK 5. Core Collective Another London favourite, Core Collective has filmed a series of training sessions for their on demand streamable service:
CCTV. A paid platform, you can choose to pay £12.99 per month (or the equivalent of £9.99 if you pay a year in advance) to access the strength, conditioning, low power, yoga and barre classes they are so loved for. Stock up on home gym equipment and jump to Circuit/Strength classes for some serious
gains. GO TO CORE COLLECTIVE 6. Psycle London Not one to let lockdown get them down, spin and strength studio has just dropped Psycle Home - unlimited home workouts including Barre, Ride, Strength and Yoga. With a 14 day free trial we suggest you move sharply on such a mega deal. Classes
range from 20 to 60 minutes and are led by their superstar instructors. If you like something a little more real-time, the studio streams 25 live classes a week too - peep their full live schedule to find a class that suits you. GO TO PSYCLE LONDON 7. Blok LondonBlok (one of London's leading calisthenics,
cardio and low-impact studios) has an online platform - BlokTV - to make training from home even easier. For £20 a month tune in for unlimited training - this goes down to £10 per month when you pay 12 months in advance. Whether you're looking for something high intensity, restorative, or low impact
(among many, many others) there's something for everyone. GO TO BLOK LONDON 8. Move Your FrameThe up-beat studio known for making aerobics and 80s dance classes col again, Frame offers a packed live stream schedule as well as on demand classes, the latter coming in at just £10.99 a
month: Mellow out in Yin, building core strength in Pilates or groove away in one of its dance classes. For full whack - access to everyone on request and live streamed workouts - pay a one-off fee of £45. GO TO MOVE THE FRAME ON 9 May. Foundry Functional London gym, The Foundry, makes it
work #homestyle, with new online platform 'Where the Strong Belong'. Packed with both live and on-demand sessions, expect trainers and workouts you love from the comfort of your own home. From their signature Combine class to other strength and cardio offerings, you can access the full whack for
£19.99 per month after a free seven-day trial. You want to be strong? This is where you belong. Geddit? Not but seriously, it is. GO to @FOUNDRYFIT 10. DigmeBeloved spin and exercise studio, Digme has reinvented itself this year - now offering Digme at home - live and on demand workouts ranging
from bike classes to HIIT, strength, running, yoga and breathing classes. With the option to rent one of their spin bikes for home (£79 per month which includes an unlimited Digme home membership and free delivery in the UK) your normal training routine doesn't have to change just because you can
make it into the studio. GO TO @DIGMEATHOME 11. PelotonYou can them for their signature home spin bikes or their Tread, but Peloton is also an on-demand fitness service that streams both live and pre-recorded classes that don't require either! From yoga to strength training, running, cardio,
meditation, Barre and stretching, you can get your whole routine sorted - all in one app. Our fav instructors? Alex Toussaint for his super-tall vibes, Robin Arzon (because if someone's going to get you to work, it's her), and mega strong Jess Sims. TBH, they're all fab. And with a 30 day free trial, all you
have to do is jump in. GO TO PELOTON 12. ClassPassBefore COVID-19, ClassPass was the go-to app for those of us who like to switch up our workouts and where we do them. Now, through its live streamed and on-demand platform, you can choose between audio or video workouts. The guided races
are a personal WH fav. GO TO CLASS PASS 13. BarrecoreYou can now get the infamous Barrecore Shake - the point of a carefully choreographed Barrecore workout that brings your muscles to fatigue while building strength - all from home. Whether you want to dip into live-streamed classes or or on-
demand sessions, there's something that suits each schedule. Also offers private live streamed sessions (and private live streamed group sessions), get your Barrecore fix the way you want it. GO TO BARRECORE 14. Flex ChelseaStand the small class mood of the virtual world, chelsea's FLEX studio
streams yoga and strength sessions live. You can choose to hold the camera on for adjustment signals and motivation or off if you prefer privacy. For £34.99 you will have access to all Flex workouts for 30 days, after you have to rebuy the month. All you have to do is book through their website or app 10
minutes before class starts. Very feasible, right? GO TO FLEX CHELSEA 15. BXR LondonIf boxing was the thing to keep you fresh pre-lockdown, get your one-two endorphin hit at home with London studio BXR - known for its HIIT style boxing workouts. Jab and cross in real time on their sweaty Zoom
classes. We feel bloated just thinking about it. GO to @BXR 16. TriyogaThere is nothing like zenning out at a Triyoga studio - quiet, warm and peaceful its areas are something to see. Luckily, you can now bring About into your own home with a daily schedule of different yoga classes, matte Pilates, Barre
and meditation - all available via Zoom. In addition, you can now order online therapy as well. GO TO TRIYOGA 17. BodyismA studio that focuses on mindset, nutrition, movement and sleep, Bodyism Online is filled with on-demand classes that cover yoga and low impact workouts while helping to create
a healthy, balanced ecosystem for the rest of your life, too. With access to 19 live classes per week as well as 180 on-demand sessions, an annual virtual membership will cost you £130 per month. To get involved all you need to do is email membership@bodyism.com. GO TO BODYISM 18. Les
MillsRead Mills is one of those names in fitness it is known only. Their 'Bodypump' 'Bodyattack' and 'Bodycombat' classes are taught in gyms and leisure centres across the country - well, they were before social distancing and self-isolation came into full effect. Try one of their challenging cardio, strength
or martial arts classes via their on-demand service. Expect to sweat. Buckets. GO TO LES MILLS 19. DAN'SIf you like to work up a sweat with more rhythmic training than 10 burpees strapped together - DAN'S, a Latin American dance studio, has on demand and live streamed dance classes to get your
heart rate up and endorphins flowing. Try either for free before committing and getting the good vibes going. GO TO DANS 4 best virtual training plans for womenIf you feel that your training plan has been thrown up in the air and you're now scrabbling to pick up the pieces - we really feel you. So, for
those of you after something more plan-like than one-time workouts, check out these home workout plans - guided, week by week structures to work through from the (haze) comfort of your own home. 1. FIIT x Women's Health Sweat and Reset A 10-week plan designed to make you feel stronger and
better than ever, stay tuned to get comfortable with a weekly workout routine, as well as build a slimmer, more toned body. Sweat &amp; Reset, brought to you by WH and FIIT, what more could you want! It's perfect for beginners or medium sweat-ers, you just need to have a PMA (positive mental
attitude) and the belief you can get in shape done. Spoiler: you can. GO TO SWEAT &amp; RESET 2. Kayla Itsines' BBG A true cult favourite, BBG is the go-to 12-week plan for those who want to get fit at home without equipment. You will do three 28-minute workouts per week as well as three low-
intensity cardio sessions, all guided by celebrity PT Kayla Itsines. You have options for either downloading and pdfing or using Kayla's SWEAT app – designed to guide you through the entire 12-week program. Easy to follow and with an entire community waiting for you on Instagram - just look at #BBG -
you get in shape with a whole host of women in the same boat. GO TO BBG/SWEAT 3. Fit Body by Anna Victoria Anna Victoria, also a California-based fitness star has developed an app with three different apps - Shred, Tone and Sculpt - that users can cycle between. Each program incorporates high
intensity and strength training moves to varying degrees, which means you will build muscle and burn fat - all from home. We love to see it. GO TO FIT BODY 4. Tone and Sculpt by Krissy Cela Krissy Cela gained real worldwide fame with her weight training YouTube gym videos. Now, with its program
'Tone and Sculpt' avid exerciser can build their own personal schedule for workouts - from three to five sessions per week. The beauty of this? They can all be done from home regardless of skill or ability level. That, for us, is a slam dunk. GO TO TONE AND SCULPT Be sure to check out the best home
fitness apps as well. Top tips for making a home EfficiencyWe understand that a home workout may seem like it would be less intense or less effective than its gym based counterpart, but it's just not true. Who's to say you can't work as hard from the living room floor? No one, that's who! However, to
ensure you get in a fantastic session, take note of these best practice tips: The workout is still as serious as it was in the gym. Put your phone down. If you work from home, try keeping a schedule that gets you up and moving at the same time each day. Clear enough space before you start that you do not
need to change the exercises due to not bothering to move the coffee table. Just because you're not moving that much at the moment doesn't mean every session has to be high intensity. Mix it up with low-power workouts or take a rest day to skim roll and stretch. Prepare your kit. A decent training mat is
a non-negotiable. 17 best YouTube home workouts to tryOn the days when the impulse beats and you have to stream a workout before the motivation disappears, that's YouTube. On that day, check out the WH team's favorite YouTube workouts - you'll never miss a sweat session again. Best 25 minute
home workout Coach: FIIT coaches Gede and AdrienneBest for: Short space but big on full-body sweat sessions? This training is for you. Duration: 25 minutesPnis: Yoga/fitness mat And if after this taste of Women's Health x FIIT's Sweat and Reset plan, you're hungry for more than signing up to fiit
premiums from £10 per month - for a full 10-week training plan that includes 4 classes a week covering all levels and types of exercise: cardio, strength or mobility - exercise has never been easier. Best fast ab circuit home training This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Brittne BabeBest for: Work your core doubly fast with this mega-fast challenge from Brittne. Mark it at the end of a training session or repeat for extra burning. Player's choice! Duration: 3 minutesQuid: A
chairBest fast home workout Trainer: Kayla ItsinesBest for: If you have a short time, this fast and intense lap day session will target your lower body while giving you an energy boost. Duration: 7 minutesQuipment: Yoga mat Best beginner home workout This content is imported from YouTube. You may
be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Team Body ProjectBest for: A full-body workout that strengthens muscles and improves the form of *actual* beginner. No crazy combinations or unattainable moves here. Duration:
30 minutesAqui choice: Yoga mat, 2 lightweight hand weights optionalBest bum training at home This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. BKBooty FitnessBest for: A simple, non-
equipment non-equipment which works the lower body to build larger, stronger glutes. Duration: 10 minutesAquis not: NoBest boxing home training This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their
website. Trainer: Natalie Jill FitnessBest for: OK, so it's not traditional boxing exactly, but give this a chance if you want to build up your arm strength to throw some serious punches. And it will be done at a short time. Duration: 6 minutesQuipment: YogamatT Standing core and cardio training This content
is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Koboko Fitness aka Kola OlaosebikanBest too: This standing workout is perfect for anyone who likes to exercise without getting down to the
mat. We'll see you, overachievers! Burn fat with high intensity working intervals and shorter breaks to recover. As Kola says, be sure to warm up first! Duration: 11 minutesAquiath: No equipmentBest home training to build muscle This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: BodyFit by AmyBest for: While many home workouts focus on cardio - this proves you don't have to go to a gym weights section to shape muscles. Duration: 30 minutesAquim: Dumbbells, yoga foodBest
home workout for abs This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Livestrong WomanBest for: This super-fast core workout will give you a steel belly in no time. Crazy stuff.
Duration: 7 minutesQuid: Yoga matBest home back workout This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Koboko Fitness aka Kola OlaosebikanBest for: This standing workout
back training targets all the muscles you can't see but form an important part of strengthening your core and upper body. The moves come in quick succession, so be sure to see Kola. As always, go at your own pace to ensure that you perform the movements with the right shape. Duration: 11
minutesAquiath: No equipmentBest 30 minute workout at home This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: HASfitBest for: Mark off those cardio boxes with a routine that
requires absolutely no equipment. And it actually works your whole body instead of just your legs and glutes. Sorted.Duration: 30 minutesAquis: None, add manuals for extra resistance Best 10 minute workout at home This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find it content in a different
format, format, you may be able to find more information, on their website. Trainer: Joe Wicks Best for: Body Coach's short - but effective - workout can be done while the grill grills. Ready? Specify? Tuck jump. Duration: 10 minutesQuid: NotBest cardio sculpt home workout This content is imported from
YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Tiffany RotheBest for: This is a challenging workout that Tiffany lives with you - demonstrating cardio moves that will help you burn fat and flare cals. Try to keep
up as best you can, but if you're struggling, take a blow out before you tarp back in. Also – water is a must! Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate, people! Duration: 49 minutesAquiath: No equipmentBest HIIT home training This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a
different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Heather RobertsonBest for: Try this routine for a high-intensity session that will build up an appetite for the ice cream truck. That's what summer is for, isn't it? Duration: 30 minutesAquiath: No Best CrossFit home
training This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Carly RowenaBest for: If you want to give CrossFit a chance (and read Laura 'Biceps' Hoggin's story to convince you that
you should), this is an excellent introduction to the basics of the popular form of strength training. Duration: 10 minutesQuip: Box, plate, kettlebell and barbellBest full body workout at home This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may
be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Shona VertueBest too: If you're looking for a half-hour challenge, Aussie yogi-PT will help you target the glutes, arms and abs. She also talks you through a drill that will help you master a handstand once and for all. About yes. Duration: 35
minutesQuip: Yoga matBest dumbbell workout at home This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Joe WicksBest for: The Body Coach promises you can burn fat and build
muscle during this half-hour sweat session. Duration: 30 minutesAquil: Pair manualsBest cardio and core home training This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on their website. Trainer: Zanna van
DijkBest for: Adidas teams up with a PT to give you a high-intensity cardio workout that has low-intensity core burners. Are you ready? Duration: 25 minutesQuipment: Yoga mat Cut through the noise and get practical, expert advice, home training, easy nutrition more directly to your inbox. Sign up for
women's health newsletter. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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